
In economic development, business retention and expansion is a program designed to 
strengthen the connection between companies and the community while encouraging each 
business to continue to grow in the community.  Through direct interactions, events, and 
research, the program seeks to gain insight into business practices, planned future actions, as 
well as the challenges of targeted companies. Then, to turn this “business intelligence” into value 
added services, programs, and/or products that address individual and shared company 
opportunities and problems. 

 

Steps – consider examining the logic model on slide 10 in Section 12.  Look at the model in reverse. 

 

1. Look at the current situation in your community.  This could be the current economic situation, 
political situation, environmental situation, etc.  Use the information contained in the 
community assessment section of the course. 

2. Develop a vision for the program.  A good guide to developing the vision can be found in the 
logic model outline on slide 10 in Section 12 of the website.   

a. Begin by focusing on the Long Term Outcomes box.  Think about how you want the 
conditions for businesses to change in the community.  Likely, there are issues of which 
you may be aware such as low education, workforce soft skills or drug addiction, local 
sourcing of inputs, etc.  Your management team and at least a small group of your 
stakeholders should be able to assist in formulating this part of the vision. 

b. Once you “figure out” how you would like conditions in the community to change, then 
move to the Medium Term Outcomes focus.  This area focuses on actions that the 
businesses or the community should or must take in order for the conditions to change.   

c. Then focus on the Short Term Outcomes area.  This area focuses on the changes in 
knowledge that the businesses or communities must possess in order to make the 
changes talked about in the Medium Term Outcomes area.  This is the primary role of 
the BR&E program.  You, as a member of the BR&E team, are not able to force either 
businesses or communities to taking your recommendations or assistance from 
action/response team members.  All that you can hope to do is to increase the business’ 
or community’s knowledge regarding the assistance that your program can provide 
through its partnerships. 

3. Make sure that the proposed vision for your program that is comfortable to you, but be aware 
that this vision will likely change as the development of the program progresses.  Make sure that 
your vision follows the thoughts of your management team and stakeholders.  At this point, you 
should probably begin work with the Management Team and Stakeholders to develop an overall 
marketing campaign for the program.  Video snippets on a website, blanket and targeted emails, 
and speaking engagements with city/county commissions, civic clubs, and business-oriented 
organizations such as chambers of commerce will assist in establishing the credibility of the 
program. 

4. Once you have your vision of the program developed, create an “asset map” or directory of 
individuals that can form the program’s Action Team (Action Team as defined in the course).  
People that you are considering should be aware that your program is in the development stage 
and that a great deal of thought will be required to implement the vision. To be most effective, 



Action Team members should be decision-capable representatives within their respective 
organization who can work in partnership with the BRE program and the rest of the Action Team 
to tackle issues affecting the business climate.  In terms of helping individual companies, the 
Action Team member may not be the person who does the work to help a business directly, but 
knows who the referral should be sent to and, more importantly,  be able to send an action-
oriented email to their colleague(s) assigned to help the business with the specific issue. 

a. It is likely that your vision will not be completely aligned with the mission and strategies 
of your partners.  You will likely have to adjust the program vision that you developed in 
#1 above.  Try to find common ground and use this opportunity to collaborate as a way 
to reduce duplication – most of our communities are too small to waste resources by 
duplicating efforts. 

b. Be sure to share the credit!  Partnerships among other agencies (governmental, private, 
non-profit, etc.) are absolutely essential to your program’s success.  “Hogging” the 
credit will be the quickest way to discourage partners from participating. One way to do 
this is tell the entire story of how through the BRE process an issue was identified, what 
partners, stakeholders, action team members came together, what actions were taken, 
and ultimately, how this impacted the business or the community. 

5. Use your Action Team (with the advice and consent of the Management Team and the 
Stakeholders) to determine which business sectors that you are going to target with the 
program.  In a large community, this is a necessity.  In a smaller community, it may be tempting 
to try to cover all business sectors at once.  I would advise against this, particularly if you are 
fairly new to the field.  There are two reasons for this: 

a. First, trying to do too much at the beginning of the program before you’ve had a chance 
to “get your feet wet” regarding visits, conversing and building a relationship with 
business owners and managers, identifying problems, etc., could overwhelm you and 
your Action Team partners (particularly if this type of economic development strategy 
has never been implemented in your area). 

b. Second, choosing specific sectors (and specific businesses within those sectors) can give 
you and the Action Team a chance to develop surveys (discussion guides) that are 
specifically focused on particular sectors.  There are many programs that use a single 
survey for all sectors and I certainly understand the rationale behind that.  However, I 
do think that formulating specific questions for specific business sectors can result in 
much more valuable information from which to provide followup visits to the 
businesses, to develop a set of strategies to address company-common issues, and to 
make sure that the business visitor (Account Executive) has a basic understanding of the 
industry. 

6. Once the business sector(s) is/are chosen, the question remains as to what businesses are 
visited.  It is likely impossible to determine the entire universe of businesses that are in a 
community unless the population of businesses in the community is extremely small.  If you 
work in a “larger” community, the yellow pages or business directories (if your community still 
has such things) is a good place to start.  Other sources of businesses include Emsi (I can provide 
business listings to everyone in the states; Provincial and Federal regional development partners 
or the University of Saskatchewan might be a good place to start looking for Emsi data regarding 



Canadian businesses), Esri Business Analyst, chamber of commerce membership rosters, local 
business licensing agencies, etc. 

Once you have a business listing that you can choose from, then you can select the specific 
businesses that you want to target with the chosen sectors.  There are many ways to do this, but 
I would encourage you to elicit help from the Management Team, your Stakeholders, and your 
Action Team.  Each of these groups will bring a different perspective to the table of the 
particular value that a business would bring to the visitation/survey effort.   

7. Now the second marketing effort begins (the first was recruiting members of the Action Team).  
Now that a sample set of representative businesses has been chosen, how do you convince 
these businesses to participate in the program?  These ideas assume that you don’t have a 
present connection to the business owner/manager.  If you do have a connection, then these 
ideas will be easier to implement. 

a. Draft a letter or email to the business owner/manager introducing the program and 
explaining that the business has been chosen as a representative of the particular 
industry sector.  The message should be signed/sent by the head of the Management 
Team and a stakeholder complement that may have a connection with the business.  
While the message should be concise, make sure that you explain why that particular 
business is important to the success of the program and how the program may be able 
to assist the business.  Complete the letter by informing the business owner/manager 
that you will be in touch. 

b. Follow the message with personal contact of some type.  While you feel that it may be 
too soon for a company visit, you could either call the business or arrange to meet the 
owner/manager in an informal setting to discuss participation in the program.  This 
setting could be a chamber or EDO meeting, city/county commission meeting that has 
an agenda item that affects the business, or some other setting in which a five- to ten-
minute conversation can take place.  While you likely will not be able to set a concrete 
time for a firm visit at this point, you will make sure that the owner/manager knows 
who you are and what the program is about.  Close this meeting by asking the 
owner/manager what would be the best way to contact her/him to arrange a firm visit 
and a more in-depth conversation. 

c. If the owner/manager does not want to participate in the program (and some of them 
won’t), ask if you can keep them on the program’s email list so that they will receive 
future correspondence regarding the program activities and successes.  In Canada, you 
must have documented consent to add an individual to a mailing list, and a mechanism 
for them to unsubscribe - familiarize yourself with Canada's Anti-Spam Law (CASL).   You 
might prepare a short handout of some sort (perhaps an attractive 8.5”x5.5” cardstock 
listing of some of the ways in which the BR&E program is envisioned to benefit 
businesses).   

8. After the targeted business sectors have been identified, determine the resources that will be 
needed to accomplish the outputs and outcomes that you have set forth.  This likely involves the 
development of a budget.  Line items that you may want to include in the budget include: 

a. Salaries and fringe benefits 
b. Travel (KM/Milage) 



c. Professional education and conference fees 
d. Certification fees 
e. Equipment 

i. Computers 
ii. Printers 

iii. Software (including analysis and publication layout software) 
iv. Ancillary devices (tablets such as iPads, phones, etc.) 
v. Copier (color?) 

f. Office supplies and overhead 
g.  
h. Marketing 

i. Collatoral & Website 
1. Development 
2. Production 
3. Deployment 
4. Updates 

ii. Meeting & Events 
1. Registration & name tags 
2. Food and Beverage 
3. AV Equipment 
4. Speaking fees 
5. Supplies 

i. Professional fees 
i. Legal review 

ii. Data analysis? 
iii. Accounting? 
iv. Consultant? 

 


